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How can I show my friend biblically that clairvoyance, tarot cards, and
such are wrong? She seems to think that there is no difference in a
prophet and clairvoyant (psychic reading), seeing as they both can predict
the future. Can you help me explain the differences?
You might try to get your friend to understand the importance of making
distinctions between prophecy and clairvoyance by pointing out the difference
between poisonous mushrooms and safe mushrooms: they can both be eaten, but
one kind will kill you! Those who claim to be clairvoyant are either fraudulent,
making things up as they read the body-language responses of their customers, or
they are being fed information from demons. [For an example of a fradulent
psychic, see our answer to email “What About Crossing Over’s John Edward?“]
And Jesus told us that demons lie (“[W]hen he lies, he speaks his native language,
for he is a liar and the father of lies.” John 8:44).
The biblical standard of a prophet of God is 100% accuracy. This is because the
information about future events is coming from God Himself, and He is powerful
enough to overcome the limitation of speaking through a fallen, fallible human
being. That is a long way from the fuzzy “information” from self-proclaimed
psychics and clairvoyants! If anyone is receiving their “power” or information
from anyone except God, which would be demonstrated by 100% accuracy in their
predictions (and, I would suggest, the mark of Christlikeness in their character
and life), it is coming from the dark side—the Evil One. There is no such thing as
morally neutral supernatural information or power.
It is a dangerous thing to play around with the occult, as many can testify that
this is how they opened the doors to demon oppression in their lives.

We have several articles you may find helpful in showing your friend God’s
warnings to stay away from the occult:
“What’s a Biblical Description of Witchcraft?”
The World of the Occult
The Occult Connection
Hope you find this helpful.
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See Also:
• “Is Clairvoyance Wrong?”

